Imsyser System Stabiliser
Information and Benefits
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A Wholefood supplement designed for modern day Auto-Immune
Diseases where the true value of this amazing unique supplement lies in
the value add of a daily internal cellular detox to re-establish internal
cellular balancing whilst simultaneously supplying all the essential
wholefood nutrition needed for optimal Immunity in all Immune
compromised patients.
Imsyser is not just for people suffering from diseases; Imsyser can also be
used as a beneficial food supplement or as part of a healthy nutritional
program.
IMSYSER IMMUNE SYSTEM STABILIZER TABS 120’S:
● UNIQUE COMPOSITION - 100% NATURAL & PROUDLY SA PRODUCT
● DEVELOPED IN 2004 AS PART OF CLINICAL TRIALS CONDUCTED AT
STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY
● ASSISTS IN DAILY CELLULAR DETOX
● IMMUNE SUPPORT -ALL ESSENTIALS VITAMINS, MINERALS, AMINO
ACIDS & OMEGAS PROVIDED
● VISIBLE RESULTS –NATURAL ENERGY BOOSTER
● AUTO-IMMUNE SUPPORT
● SUPERIOR WHOLEFOOD SUPPLEMENT USED ON ITS OWN OR USED AS
PART OF THE IMSYSER 3 PRODUCT IMMUNE HEALTH ‘KIT’
● SUITABLE FOR ALL AGES
● NAPPI CODED
● AFFORDABLE (1 MONTH SUPPLY)
Made from medicinal plants such as Aloe Ferox, Hypoxis, Patatos &
Water-Soluble Omegas straight from mother earth, designed to detox
at cellular level, then feed/support by finally STABILIZING the Immune
System NATURALLY....This is a WHOLEFOOD Nutritional Supplements thus
providing 100% potential nutritional uptake.
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It is a well-known fact that while some chemicals cure many medical
conditions, they can also harm the body in various ways. Often when a
chemical substance is used to help with a troubling condition, the
same chemical causes another problem to arise (either immediately or
sometime later). The result is that another chemical is required to cure
the new ailment and so a vicious cycle of dependency begins.
For many years scientists and herbalists have tried to find alternative
and/or natural cures for various problems. Unfortunately, most of the
so-called ‘cures’ have, for some or other reason, never been made
known to the public.
Thus, although a lot of the natural remedies used by traditional healers
and mankind’s forefathers really worked, modern man does not even
know about them. In the not too distant past, no chemicals or artificial
substances were used in healing practices. People had to rely on
natural products to heal their various maladies. These natural products
included things like plants, roots, insects, honey etc.
After extensive investigation a powerful immune system stabilizer,
Imsyser, was developed and is the first in what will hopefully become a
comprehensive range of all-natural health products.
All our health products originated for the purpose of supporting optimal
balanced Immune Health through a healthy gut functioning, and are
intended to form a well-balanced, stabilized body condition.
The Imsyser Immune System Stabilizer Tabs contains all essential
nutrition:
22 Essential Amino Acids
11 Essential Minerals
11 Essential Vitamins &
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a supply of natural Omega 3,6 & 9 (in its complete state); forming part
of this unique design. The Imsyser Immune System Stabilizer Tabs is a
wholefood product and therefore allows for optimal (100%) absorption
with optimal output in the form of increased natural energy all day
long. This process of complete absorption without waste through
excretion as with most chemical alternatives allows for a perfect match
to any RDA requirements.
The Imsyser Immune System Stabilizer Tabs – The History
This reliance on natural healing inspired the creator of Imsyser Immune
System Stabilizer Tabs in 2002. Imsyser Immune System Stabilizer Tablets
was formulated, at Stellenbosch University by the founder and the
various scientists involved in formulating the incredible product, still
today streets ahead of its competitors, made from South African
indigenous plants, as harvested by the local communities, and then
processed in CAMS compliant facilities in Pretoria, South Africa.
The Imsyser Immune System Stabilizer Tabs is a truly ground-breaking
product design, still ahead of its competitors understanding modern
day ‘dis-eases’ such as those Auto-Immune by nature, where toxicity
remains core to disease. This scenario, our modern- day escalating
health crisis.
100% Natural, Organic, and Proudly South African
The Imsyser Immune System Stabilizer Tabs is a 100% natural, organic
product. No extractions or addition nutrition is included in this
eco-friendly designed wholefood product since mother nature
provides nutrition in its wholefood form only!
The Imsyser Immune System Stabilizer Tabs is a powerful, energy
releasing tablet, truly unique in its design as it quite simply restores
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balance from within by gently doing a gentle daily cellular detox whilst
still supplying all the essentials for a healthy functioning Immune System.
The Imsyser Immune System Stabilizer Tabs were designed to support
optimal health and ‘dis-ease’ prevention and not mere symptom
alleviation as provided by most opposition chemical alternatives freely
available in the marketplace ...
100% Safe to Use
Imsyser is a 100% natural product that contains no preservatives or
stimulants such as alcohol or caffeine. Imsyser is safe for use in adults,
children and pregnant women. Imsyser can be used without any other
medication. Imsyser has been declared safe for human consumption.
All ages may use the product with/without the assistance of your health
advisor since it is a 100 % natural product and safe to use with all other
chronic medications. Since it restores balance and health at the root
level of the ‘dis-ease’, relief from ‘dis-ease’ symptoms might be
experienced quite quickly. A ground-breaking product.
It is a well-known scientific fact that for the body to function optimally
i.e. free from ‘dis-ease’ a healthy Immune System (stemming from a
healthy gut) is a fundamental requirement.
No Side Effects or Special Precautions
Although Imsyser has no known side effects, a slight headache might
occur during the first couple of days due to the detoxification of the
body at cellular level. If this occurs, it may be helpful to take only half
the prescribed dose for the first three days and then resume with the
normal dose. DRINK WATER TO FLUSH TOXINS....Sleeplessness may occur,
due to natural energy increase in which case only half the
recommended dosage should be taken in the morning and the
balance not later than 14 H 00.
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Health Benefits Feedback
Based on this and biofeedback from our clients through the years
Imsyser may help with most Immune System related illnesses possibly
including:
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Stress
High blood sugar (diabetes)
Colds and flu
Allergies
Asthma
Rheumatoid Arthritis
SLE (Lupus)
Psoriasis and skin problems
Coxsackie Virus
HIV / AIDS
Certain cancers
Menopause
Chemotherapy
Osteoarthritis
Gout
Multiple Sclerosis
Chronic Fatigue
Sleeplessness
Tuberculosis
Mouth lesions
Wound healing
Memory loss and bad concentration
Bacterial infections like sinusitis and tonsillitis
Blood pressure and cholesterol abnormalities
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●
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Poor blood circulation
Impaired lung function
Prostate hypertrophy, tumours and cysts
Impotence
Testicular tumours
Urinary and Uterine infections
Irritable bowel syndrome
Spastic colon

Quite simply by allowing for wholefood plant nutrition to do that which
it naturally does, improve nutritional levels whilst keeping improved
circulation; there is no reason this amazing product may not provide
relief for almost any disease conditions!!
Pharmacological Classification:
Food Supplement
Indications:
Immunity stabilizer / Energy Provider / Food Supplement
Directions for Use:
Adults take 4 tablets daily.
Children take ½ dose of adults.
Chronic cases usually start by taking up to 6 tablets daily till symptoms
are relieved and then reduce intake to 4 /day and maintain as
supplement. Children follow suit with ½ doses.
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Natural energy improvement is to be expected and as a result should
not be taken after 3 pm to ensure good sleeping habits may be
maintained.
The Imsyser Immune System Stabilizer Tabs is a gentle ‘cellular detox
product’ and as such should initially be accompanied by enough
water to assist toxic removal out of the body. A slight headache might
be observed.
In the case of truly chronic states of disease when patients have been
bed-ridden or even in the case of very young children, tablets might be
crushed and added to yoghurt, honey or peanut butter (or other) for
easy use when swallowing is compromised.
Imsyser – 100% Safe to Use
Imsyser is a 100% natural product that contains no preservatives or
stimulants, such as alcohol or caffeine. Imsyser is safe for use in adults,
children and pregnant women.
Imsyser can be used without any other medication. Imsyser has been
declared safe for human consumption.
No Side Effects or Special Precautions
Although Imsyser has no known side effects, a slight headache might
occur during the first couple of days due to the detoxification of the
body. If this occurs, it may be helpful to take only half the prescribed
dose for the first three days and then resume with the normal dose.
How Imsyser Works In the Body
HYPOXIS
Sterols and sterolines provide tremendous health benefits. These
substances are found abundantly in hypoxis, one of the main
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ingredients of Imsyser. The body converts hypoxoside, (one of the
sterols in Imsyser) into rooperol, a biologically active compound that
has an inhibiting effect on the proliferation of certain cancer cells and
HIV-1 (in 1995, the SA Medical Journal identified rooperol as an active
anti-cancer component).
Hypoxoside is also helpful to those who suffer from the malfunctioning
of the body’s immune system.
ALOE
Aloe Vera acts as a vehicle for the delivery of nutrients to the body. In
1987 Clinical Review showed that acemannon, a compound found in
Aloe Vera, seems to have remarkable antiviral properties - even where
HIV is concerned. It appears that Carrisyn (the commercial name of
acemannon patented by Carrington Laboratories) neutralizes the Aids
virus by transforming its protein envelope, thus preventing it from
attaching itself to the T 4 cells.
Clinical trials on people living with Aids have shown that acemannon
reinforces the body’s immune system, which may slow down the
progression of HIV. Aloe is also known to unblock and clean the
receptors inside the lining of the intestines, facilitating the absorption of
vitamins and other nutrients into the bloodstream. However, while
studies have shown that aloe does have numerous benefits, no
reputable study or scientist has yet claimed that aloe will work the
same for everybody.
Please note that there is no known method of curing HIV/Aids.
Accordingly, Imsyser should not be viewed as a cure, but rather as an
option in possibly arresting or slowing down the HI virus. Aloe Vera has
not been scientifically proven to completely remove HIV from the
body. Anyone who claims to have found a natural product that cures
HIV / Aids is either misinformed or trying to deceive people intentionally
for their own purposes. Nevertheless, Aloe Vera provides some hope in
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the battle against many illnesses, as it helps to strengthen the human
immune system.
ANTIOXIDANT
Oxidation is a chemical reaction that can damage DNA cells, which
can sometimes lead to cancer and other diseases. Antioxidants
include Vitamin C and E and Aloe Vera is one of the most potent
sources of these. Rooperol from the Hypoxis plant is also a powerful
antioxidant. All the antioxidants in Imsyser effectively neutralize harmful
free radicals.
CHOLESTEROL
The plant sterols in Imsyser compete for absorption with animal sterols
(such as cholesterol), resulting in lower cholesterol absorption. There is
also evidence that plant sterols are converted by the body into stanol.
Studies show that campestanol can actively lower cholesterol by 15%.
IMMUNE SYSTEM
Sterols and sterolines located in the corn of the Hypoxis plant act to
stabilize and normalize the immune system. Sterols and sterolines have
been shown to stimulate T-cell proliferation. T-cells (part of the immune
system) are responsible for recognizing infected cells. Once the T-cells
have identified the infected cells, they release chemicals called
lymphokines, which attract cytotoxic cells that in turn destroy the
infected human cells. Thus, sterols and sterolines boost the part of the
immune system that is responsible for identifying foreign cells.
CANCER
It is well known that when an individual’s immune system is low, the
condition allows cancer cells to multiply. By enhancing the function of
T-cells and the secretion of lymphokines, more of the cancer cells will
be attacked and killed. Imsyser can also help to slow down the growth
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of certain types of cancer tumours. Cancer sufferers also find that it
lessens the unpleasant side effects of chemotherapy because it boosts
the immune system, which is drastically weakened by these harsh
treatments.
ALLERGIES AND ASTHMA
Allergies and asthma are caused by an overactive, non-sensitive
immune system. The sterols and sterolines in Imsyser help to prevent the
body’s immune system from incorrectly attacking the body’s own cells.
By sensitizing the immune system, they enable it to identify and target
foreign cells effectively.
With allergies, the lymphokines secreted by the T-cells promote the
B-cells to make certain types of antibodies. Because sterols and
sterolines stimulate the secretion of good lymphokines, the symptoms of
an allergic state can be alleviated.
MUSCULAR PAIN AND STIFFNESS
Sterols and sterolines decrease the factors which induce tissue
inflammation. These include things like muscular aches, tissue damage
and stiffness.
ARTHRITIS
Sterols and sterolines assist in treating rheumatoid arthritis because of
their anti-inflammatory properties, as they decrease cytokine secretion
in the synovial fluid. The aloe in Imsyser prevents arthritis and reduces
the inflammation in joints that are already affected. It also inhibits the
autoimmune reaction associated with certain forms of arthritis, in which
the body attacks its own tissue.
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS AND SYSTEMATIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
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In multiple sclerosis and systemic lupus erythematosus, the immune
system starts to attack the body by producing antibodies directed at
the body’s own cells. These conditions are known to arise in response to
an overproduction of lymphokines, which promote the functions of
B-cell-making antibodies. If the correct lymphokines could be secreted
by the T-cells, one should be able to correct the disease’s process and
alleviate the condition. In other words, the sterols and sterolines in
Imsyser treat the underlying causes of MS and lupus, and not the
symptoms.
STRESS
Stress is one of biggest killers of modern man. It is an established fact
that stress has a detrimental effect on the immune system due to the
resulting synthesis and release of hormones such as cortisol. Sterols and
sterolines decrease the levels of cortisol in the blood.
BACTERIAL INFECTIONS
Hypoxis stimulates the human immune system by increasing the
amount of white blood cells in the body. White blood cells are
responsible for killing invading germs and bacteria.
DIABETICS
Aloe Ferox significantly reduces the blood sugar level in diabetics.
INTESTINES
Aloe is also known to help unblock and maintain the lining of the
intestines. This facilitates the absorption of vitamins and other nutrients
into the bloodstream.
CHRONIC VIRAL DISEASES: HIV / INFLUENZA / COXSACKIE
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We know that, in infections such as HIV, immune suppression is due to
the body’s immune system failing to make enough lymphokines, which
stimulate the activity of cytotoxic T-cells, which in turn fail to divide in
response to the invading virus or other opportunistic organisms. Since
the sterols and sterolines in Imsyser stimulate both the proliferation of
lymphocytes, when these must respond to invading organisms, as well
as the secretion of lymphokines, the immune system can cope better
with this unwanted onslaught. In addition, an extract of mannose, one
of the sugars in aloe, can inhibit HIV-1 (the virus associated with Aids).
THERE IS NO CURE FOR AIDS BUT IMSYSER COULD ARREST OR SLOW
DOWN HIV.
Imsyser Versus Antiviral Treatment Of HIV
Imsyser is a 100% natural product with no known side-effects. It
enhances the immune system, slows down virus production, may
reduce viral load, suppresses the spread of viruses from affected cells
to healthy ones, and increases the chance of survival for the infected
cells.
Anti-retroviral treatment impairs one’s quality of life due to unpleasant
and harmful side effects. These drugs may prolong life but damage the
immune-hosting cells that are needed for the correct functioning of the
immune system. Many anti-retroviral drugs cannot distinguish the
difference between healthy and infected cells; thus, they simply
destroy both. This results in severe side effects that are caused by
damage to the immune system.
Questions & Answers
Q: There are so many kinds of Antioxidants on the shelves and all seem
to work. Why should I choose Imsyser?
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A: Most of the antioxidants that are currently on the market work quite
well. But one must remember that the only purpose of antioxidants is to
get rid of free radicals in the body. This is a good thing, because free
radicals are harmful to the body and certainly not good for your
health. However, this ‘cleansing’ process only takes two to four weeks.
What happens after that is quite important. Imsyser not only ‘cleans’
the body of free radicals, but also puts back all 10 essential amino
acids and all three essential fatty acids (Omega -3, -6 and -9).
Figuratively speaking, one must drain the old oil from your vehicle from
time to time, but it's just as important to put new oil back in again. And
this is exactly what Imsyser does.
Q: Is Imsyser a medicine?
A: To register a product as a medicine is a very expensive exercise. To
make any official recognized claims, a product must be put on a ‘trial
run’. Done correctly with the right number of participants, such an
undertaking can take anything from two to five years and could easily
cost in excess of R 5 million. For this reason, the makers of Imsyser are
not claiming that the product is a medicine, nor are they claiming that
it is a cure. Instead Imsyser is classified as a ‘food supplement’.
Q: What does “essential” mean?
A: Essential means that your body cannot ‘produce’ or ‘manufacture’
this type of ‘food’ although it is vital for a healthy living. You therefore
must supplement it.
There are two reasons why people do not get these essentials in their
daily food intake:
1: Modern people no longer eat a balanced diet;
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2: Even if people do enjoy a balanced diet, the food is often
manipulated with chemicals - so a great deal of its nutritional value is
lost.
Q: Are the plants and herbs used in Imsyser also treated with
chemicals? A: FIRST OF ALL: NO HERBAL PLANTS ARE USED IN IMSYSER.
A: All plants are indigenous South African field plants and, for the most
part, are harvested in the field. We take good care that these plants
are not fertilized or treated with any chemicals.
Q: Is Imsyser an Immunity Booster?
A: No.
Imsyser is not an Immunity Booster, but rather an Immune system
stabilizer or sensitize. Imsyser brings an under or overactive immune
system back to normal.
Q: Can my immune system become overactive if I use an Immunity
Booster?
A: Yes.
But Imsyser is NOT an immunity booster. An over-effective immune
system is responsible for conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis, SLE
(lupus), psoriasis, allergies, asthma, etc. That is why one cannot just
presume that an immunity booster will aid in fighting a certain
condition when it in fact worsens these conditions.
Q: Is Imsyser a vitamin supplement?
A: Although Imsyser contains 11 vitamins, it is not classified as a vitamin
supplement because the vitamins it contains do not occur in very high
concentrations. But Imsysers' other beneficial properties (such as the
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provision of 10 essential amino acids and all three essential fatty acids)
mean that it is far more than a simple vitamin supplement.
Q: Can I replace any of my medication with Imsyser?
A: No.
First, Imsyser is not a medicine. It is a food supplement. Do NOT stop
using any prescribed medicines when
taking Imsyser. The product is perfectly safe for use with any other
medication and one may even find that Imsyser can suppress most of
the bad side effects caused by some medications, like those used in
chemotherapy, for instance. In fact, Imsyser is so safe that even
children and pregnant women can use it without any fear of side
effects.
Q: Does Imsyser have any side effects?
A: No.
Because Imsyser has quite strong antioxidant values, one might
experience a slight headache or excessive sweat
production during the first three days. No other side effects have ever
been reported.
Q: What if Imsyser does not help with my condition?
A: Even if the success ratio of Imsyser is very high, we do believe that, in
some cases, too much damage has already been done to the body
and therefore Imsyser will not be able to assist in turning the condition
around. Also keep in mind that Imsyser is not a medicine or a quick
cure. Instead, the product aids the body to heal itself by supplying the
correct ‘food’ it needs to produce fighter cells that attend to biological
malfunctions. Imsyser not only supplies essential amino acids and fatty
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acids, but also many beneficial, non-essential substances as well. Even
if Imsyser may not help for a condition, we believe that it will result in a
general feeling of well-being because it stimulates the immune system
and assists in preventing other problematic conditions caused by the
improper functioning of the immune system.
Q: For how long should I use Imsyser?
A: Because the benefits are ongoing, one should continue taking
Imsyser indefinitely. Imsyser does not only detoxify the body by getting
rid of free radicals, but also supplies amino acids and Omega -3, -6 and
-9 fatty acids, which most modern diets fail to provide. The longer one
uses Imsyser, the better the chances of maintaining optimum health.
Q: Is it possible to overdose with Imsyser?
A: No.
Imsyser contains no harmful chemicals, stimulants, colorants,
preservatives or even herbal extracts. As Imsyser is a ‘food supplement’
that contains only what you are supposed to get in a healthy diet, it is
perfectly safe to use, even in huge quantities. Some people, especially
those that suffer from cancer and HIV/Aids, have reported using up to
12 tablets a day with no known side effects.
Q: Will my medical Aid pay for Imsyser?
A: Imsyser meets the requirement from medical aids by having a Nappi
Code. We find that many medical aid programme make provision for
food supplements as they cannot deny the resulting benefits, but, even
so, it is still your medical aid’s prerogative whether to pay for Imsyser.
You’ll have to check with yours to find out.
NUTRITIONAL VALUES PER 500 mg TABLET (normal adult dosage-4
tablets):
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Carbohydrates 319.95 mg
Fat (crude)

20.50 mg

Protein

108.40 mg

Moisture

31.70 mg

Ash

19.45 mg

Energy value

12.72 kj

VITAMINS PER 500 mg TABLET (normal adult dosage-4 tablets):
Vitamin A

13.44 IU

Vitamin C

0.08 mg

Vitamin D

0.04 mg

Vitamin E

0.02 mg

Vitamin B1 0.35 mg
Vitamin B2 0.93 mg
Vitamin B3 0.15 mg
Vitamin B5 0.02 mg
Vitamin B6 1.18 mg
Vitamin B12 0.01 IU
Folic Acid

0.46 m
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ESSENTIAL FATTY ACID ANALYSIS PER 500 mg TABLET (normal adult dosage-4
tablets):
OMEGA -3 4.613 mg
OMEGA -6 4.369 mg
OMEGA -9 3.690 mg
AMINO ACID ANALYSIS PER 500 mg TABLET (normal adult dosage-4 tablets):
Arginine

4.227 mg

Histidine

2.385 mg

Lysine

2.060 mg

Tyrosine

4.119 mg

Tryptophan

1.409 mg

Phenylalanine 1.951 mg
Cysteine

3.469 mg

Methionine

0.759 mg

Serine

3.630 mg

Threonine

2.927 mg

Leucine

8.98 mg

Isoleucine

5.745 mg

Valine

7.046 mg

Glutamic Acid 3.008 mg
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Aspartic Acid

8.672 mg

Glycine

13.008 mg

Alanine

5.420 mg

Proline

3.252 mg

Hydroxyproline 1.951 mg
Citroline

0.650 mg

ELEMENTS AND MINERALS PER 500 mg TABLET (normal adult dosage-4 tablets):
Aluminium 0.090 mg
Barium 0.002 mg
Calcium 2.240 mg
Copper 0.004 mg
Iron 0.101 mg
Potassium 3.020 mg
Magnesium 1.395 mg
Manganese 0.084 mg
Molybdenum 0.001 mg
Sodium 0.135 mg
Phosphorus 1.130 mg
Sulphur 0.439 mg
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Strontium 0.017 mg
Titanium 0.006 mg
Zinc 0.033 mg
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